Wordscapes level 999 answers
Wordscapes level 999 in the Lake Group and Serene Pack contains 17 words
and the letters COPTU making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 10 extra words make it cool to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 11,216 words and 45,377 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
COP, CUP, CUT, OUT, POT, PUT, TOO, TOP, COO, COT, OPT, COOP, COUP, COOT, POUT,
COOPT, COPOUT.
The extra or bonus words are:
POOT, UPO, TOC, POO, TOPO, OOP, POCO, OOT, TUP, TOCO.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 999
COP - To (be forced to) take; to receive; to shoulder; to bear, especially blame or p
unishment for a particular instance of wrongdoing.
CUP - A concave vessel for drinking from, usually made of opaque material (as opposed
to a glass).
CUT - Having been cut.
OUT - Away from home or one's usual place, or not indoors.
POT - A vessel used for cooking or storing food.
PUT - To place something somewhere.
TOO - Likewise.
TOP - That part of an object furthest away in the opposite direction from that in whi
ch an unsupported object would fall.
COO - The murmuring sound made by a dove or pigeon.
COT - A symbol of the trigonometric function cotangent.
OPT - To choose; to select.
COOP - A pen or enclosure for birds.
COUP - A quick, brilliant, and highly successful act; a triumph.
COOT - Any of various aquatic birds of the genus Fulica that are mainly black with a
prominent frontal shield on the forehead.
POUT - One's facial expression when pouting.
COOPT - To commandeer, appropriate or take over.
COPOUT - Avoidance or inadequate performance of a task or duty; the action of copping
out.

